FAWCETT/LISTER FAMILY PAPERS, 1733-1775.

Reel no. 2.5.274

[Note: the documents below are not numbered by foliation or otherwise]

1740 Nov 1. Virginia. William Lister to Phebe Lister. On his return from N.C. received her letter; had written her from N.C.


1745 March 23. N.C., New Bern. Susannah Lister to Samuel Lister. Has not heard from Samuel concerning her husband's business affairs; has attempted to pay Samuel debt owed by her husband.


1745 Dec 1. N.C., "Nuce" River. Susannah Lister to Samuel Lister, Halifax [England], concerning the estate of her deceased husband, William.


1746 Sept 15. New Bern. Susannah Lister to Samuel Lister, Halifax [England]. Difficulty of purchasing bills of exchange in order to pay her late husband's debt to Samuel; can perhaps remit naval stores in payment.

1747 March 29. Virginia. John Lewis to Samuel Lister. Has had word from his daughter in N.C. that James Murray has not been dealing fairly with her.